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CASCINA ALBERTA - BARBERA D’ALBA 18’
PIEDMONT, IT

Among the best of many! Barbera is one of the
more prominent varietals in all of Italy, known for

its wide range of accompaniments and drinkability.
This most versatile of wines boast a bouquet of
cherry, blackberry, and other small red fruits.  

 Cascina Alberta still remains true to its roots with
all harvesting done by hand and baskets. Can’t go

wrong with this selection
 

TORRE A CONA - CHIANTI 19’
TUSCANY, IT

This Chianti is produced in Colli Fiorentini, one
of the 7 sub-zones of Chianti bordering the city

of Florence. Martini and Rossi recently
purchased this Vineyard; they did not spare a
penny, most notably acquiring a winemaker

from Gaja to produce their Chianti. To the nose
one receives that classic bouquet of red berries
and violets, even a hint of sweet tobacco can be

picked up. It boasts a full ruby color, silky
textures, medium body and exceptional

balance. Enjoy this classic of Italian wines! 
 

PODERE MARINI – KORONE’ 18’
CALABRIA, IT

This is a proud southern Italian cantina
producing some really fine wines. Still

maintaining its strong lineage to the past with
its all natural production, but with a modern
twist. Blending is in vogue in Italy these days.
Here we have a Sangiovese/Merlot/Cabernet
Sauvignon elegantly presented with excellent

structure and body, fresh nose, fruity
expressions, and the softest presence of

tannin. Very fun wine!
 

STRABIORDANTE - VERMENTINO 20'
SICILY, IT

StraBIOrdante embodies the notion of ORGANIC to
its fullest with its Biodanamic production.This

Vermentino is straw yellow in color boasting hints
of vibrant white fruit pleasantly blended with citrus

notes.Its a well structured/balanced wine with
great persistence.  Open a bottle on a pleasant

afternoon and you'll be hard pressed not to finish
it!
 

PRAVIS-GEWURZTRAMINER 19'
DOLOMITES, IT

For those fond of floral bouquets comes this
little gem from famed organic producer Pravis,

high up in the Dolomites of Trentino's Alto-
Agide. Though aromatic and floral, this

delightful Gewurztraminer is relatively dry.  My
kind of "sweeter" wine. 

 

ARDENGHI – PROSECCO BRUT
‘MILLESIMATO” 18’ VENETO, IT

“Millesimato” indicates that the sparkling wine is
produced with grapes from a single

harvest/vintage, as is not often the case with
prosecco.Inherently meaning that those grapes are
of particular value and worthy of such treatment.
At Ardenghi the grapes are the result of careful
selection, hand harvested upon peak aromatic

ripeness, and always undergo natural
fermentation. The meticulous care is ever present

in this sparkling delight. 
 

ALL WINES ON OUR LIST ARE PRODUCED FROM ORGANICALLY GROWN GRAPES
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PODERE 29 - UNIO 18’ PUGLIA, IT
From Podere 29’s organic cellars in Puglia comes the

highly anticipated “Unio”! A union of sorts of two
varietals that put this vineyard on the map with its

Nero di Troia and Primitvo. A Zinfandel by all
accounts. We had carried each varietal in the past

but word had spread that they were going to blend
the two and add a more complex maturation process

including a 6 months period in oak, then stailess,
then bottle, adding even more depth and complexity

to its upcoming 2018 vintage release nearly two
years later. What we got was a big smooth very berry
juicy glass of deliciousness with just the slightest hint

of oak. 
 

CONTI DI SAN BONAFASIO –
MONTEREGIO RISERVA SUPER TUSCAN 16’

TUSCANY, IT
It is no myth that when Montalcino bought grapes
from other parts of Tuscany to, they cornered the

entire production of the Monteregio
region.Predominately Sangiovese, with 10% Syrah
and 5% Cab Franc. This “Super Tuscan” gives back
way more that you pay for. Long careful discipline
applied at this cantina, upon 18 months in second
year French oak you have an exquisitely structured

wine the color of ruby garnet just like those
Brunellos! 

 

TATE DOG - CABERNET SAUVIGNON 16’
LIVERMORE, CA 

Only 400 cases produced garnering top awards at
the SF Chronicle Wine Competition! 100 year family
vines produce this outstanding Cab. Red and black
fruit fill the palate with notes of cocoa and elegant
oak to round it out under a near 3 year maturation

process. An excellent wine produced with pride
and care by and incredible family.  Great find.

 

DI BELLA – NERO D’AVOLA 17’, SICILY, IT
Nero D’Avola, is the OG of Sicilian wine. Once native

only to Siciliy, it garners its name from the small
town of Avola in the South East of Sicily near Noto. 
 I’ve been looking for an exceptional representation

of this varietal for years.DI BELLA’s Nero D’Avola
reminds me of home. All organically grown, sparing

no dime on the maturation process and final product
presentation, utilizing only the finest grapes

harvested by hand.  There is supreme quality
throughout the entire process from vine to bottle. To
the nose you have intense red fruit, prunes, and red

roses. To the mouth enjoy full balance and great
persistence.  All the richness of the land is present in

this icon of Sicilian wines. Very pleased to find this
and you are among the very first to taste it in the US!

 

ANASTASIA - SEMIDANO 19’ SARDEGNA,
ITALY. 

ANASTASIA is a fantastic Semidano, reginal to Italy’s
crown jewel of the Mediterranean, Sardegna. This
straw yellow and vibrant white expresses notes of

aromatic herbs such as thyme, rosemary, and
chamomile. The savory taste is quite characteristic of

the grape; combine that with a keen artisan’s
refinement yielding low acidity and a long finish, you

get ANASTASIA. Enjoy it with your meal or even
stands alone as an aperitif! 

 

PRAVIS - PINOT GRIGIO RAMATO“POLIN”
18’ DOLOMITES, IT.

Pravis is my kind of winery and this is my kind of
Pinot. A vineyard nesseld in the higher elevation of

the gorgeous Dolomites! Every aspect of wine
making at Pravis respects the natural idea of it. They

even proudly state, “We use the least technology
possible.” This is a Pinot Grigio ... Ramato, meaning

copper. The grapes are kept in contact with the skins
during a cold maceration for no more than 10 hours

as was customary in the old days of Pino Grigio
making, yielding a copper hue. This is not a Rose, it is

artisanal example of how this wine was once and
should always be made. Prominent notes of apricot

and pear met with great acidity and subtle minerality
yields an absolute “peach” of a wine that you can

drink all night. 
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ERMANNO COSTA “ROERO” – NEBBIOLO
RISERVA 16’, PIEDMONT, IT

ROERO is a very small DOCG wine district in the
hills of Piedmont.Known for several varietals but
none more than the infamous Nebbiolo. It often

plays second fiddle to its more popular compadres
in Barolo and Barbaresco, but should it be? The

clear, shiny red ruby tints, aromatic elegant
aromas, strong tannin, lends to a savory taste and

ever persistent palate seen only in the finest
Nebbiolos. .All natural processing in the hands of a
true artist over a lengthy 2+ years resulted in this
rare and magnificent wine that we are very proud

to introduce to you
 
 

ETNA BIANCO - THERESA ECCHER 16'
SICILY, IT

We have been seeking to showcase some of what
Sicily has been bringing to the wine world as of late.

Here we have an excellent expression one of the
ever more notable Mt Etna terroir wines. Even more

rare is the Etna Bianco. Both full and dry, a strong
aromatic nose, intense yet lively fruit.  This is one of
better examples of one of my favorite whites, from
the most delightful small, but not lacking in passion

and quality, cantinas of Sicily.  All hand harvested
organic production of beautiful grapes grown of the

rich volcanic soils of Mt.Enta.Phenomenal.   
 
 

ETNA ROSSO -THERESA ECCHER 18' SICILY,
IT

Etna reds are all the rage as of late, not only in Sicily,
but recognition of the fine Nerello Mascalese grapes
produced on the rich volcanic soil of Mt. Etna is being

gained worldwide.  Theresa Eccher, an exquisite
multi generation boutique winery nestled 800 meters
above see level brings an elevated level of care and
“Passione”,to every bottle they produce.This Enta

Rosso in fact, in order to in their view, demonstrate
in its purest form what this regions has to offer, have
done a 100% stainless maturation process with final

refinement done in bottle in order to capture the
untainted unique quality of the grape.  This is unique
for such caliper of grapes/wine, whom almost always

see some oak.They offer such an example as well,
however upon hearing the argument made for not

doing so, and having had the pleasure of tasting
both, I have chosen to present this example to all of
you.I’m saving you the tasting notes as a surprise. I

absolutely love this wine. Enjoy!
 
 

FRANCONE – BAROLO 16’ PIEDMONT, IT
Barolo. What is there to say? La Crème de la Crème.

The Francone family has been producing Barolo
since 1958. And they make it virtually the same way
today. The best Nebbiolo grapes from the best plots
of land, hand harvested, naturally produced, and no

less than a 36 month maturation process. The 15’
Barolo Francone is offered as an exclusive selection
of only 3000 bottles!  This is a gift from me to you.

!
 

CHRISTOPHER CREEK –PINOT NOIR 17’
HEALDSBURG, CA 

Our friends at Christopher Creek make this award
winning Anderson Valley Pinot Noir and have

generously kicked us a few cases of their latest
2018 vintage at a discount, which we are extending
to you! This is a big league California pinot. Can’t get

a member exclusive bottle of this anywhere! 
 


